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The 66Drug Moneyt' - How Much and
to Whom?

Ammar Siamlvalla
Chaivuth Pu nvasavatsut

Tl" itt"gut drug, trade in Thailand is said to be large.
But just how large is it? This paper is a fust attempt by
TDRI to determhe the overall size of this trade. From
a researcher's point of view, it is useful to be able to have

a picture of the order of magnitude of each drug in-
volved. before the much needed work on the economics
of this industry is thoroughly considered.

From the point of view of policy-makers, who are
not directly involved in the narcotics suppression effort,
there are many reasons to be aware of drugs by order of
financial magnitude. Many countries ir Latin America,
for example, have had their Social and political systems
undernined by the large volumes of money obtained in
the trade. In many cases, it has proven difficult for these
countries to pursue effective economic and monetary
policies in the face of the huge transactions involved in
the drug trade. Even fiom the point of view of the
narcotics suppression officers themselves, though they
are the sources of many ofthe figures presented below,
our estimates may provide some usefi indicators as to
where the profits of the trade lie.

This first look at the problem is necessarily crude.
It is inmediately obvious that accurate statistics on the
trade are impossible to obtain, and, not being adven-
turous souls, we did not conduct field studies to obtain
or verifi our statistics. Consequently, the best that we
can provide is to merely give the order of magnitude
involved, based on secondary estimates supplied mainly
by the narcotics suppression authorities. The accuracy
of each of our estimates does not extend beyond the
figures given, with the exception perhaps of the prices at
which drugs are bought and sold at different levels of the
marketing chain.

Three najor groups of drugs are examined in this
essay: opium and its derivative, heroinl marijuanal and
amphetamines. These three groups have different
economic characteristics,

Table I Total Amount of Drugs Produced, lmported and in Domeslic Circulation and the Amounl
Consumed and Exported 1989.

Opiur/Heroin; Thailand used to produce and ex-
port considerable volumes of opium and heroin. In re-
cent years, however, domestic production has declined
considerably, from close to 200 tons to a level fluctuating
between 30 and 50 tons, most of which is now thought to
be consumed by the growers themselves- On the other
hand, the transportation routes for part of the opium and
heroin grown or processed in neighboring countries still
pass through Thailand. More importantly, the level of
heroin consumption within Thailand is also very large:
in our estimate, about five times the volume exported.
Indeed, in opium-equivalent terms (i.e., combining the
opium with the heroin converted to the amount ofopium
necessary to produce it), Thailand is almost certainly a
net importer of opium. In income terms, however, it is
also al4ost certainly a net earner of foreign exchange
because. as we shall see. it is the trade rather than the
production that determines the amount of income from
drugs.

Marijuana: The story for marijuana is similar to
that of opium. Agair, our sources believe that the ton-
nage grown domestically is considerably less than that
imported from neighboring countries. Thailand is
therefore probably a net importer of the crop, although
the relative order of magnitude of these two crops dif-
fers, with the tonnage of exported marijuana being al-
most six times the tonnage consumed domestically.

Amph€tamines: Conceptually, the problem of an-
phetamines is relatively simple and straightforward. The
entire amount of amphetamines consumed domestically
is produced using imported raw materials. Apparently,
the technologjr to produce these raw materials is rela-
tively simple, but, for reasons we have been unable to
fathom, domestic compounders prefer to import them.

Therelative figures for the physical movement ofthe
drugs is shown in Table 1, which also gives our estirates
for 1989.

Opium (Tons) | ""--^ 1 m3
Heroin (Tons) L-r'rr''r-l ].ll.7
Marijuana (Tons) >m >zrn 559.7
Amphetamines (mn.tablets) 0 90.6 90.6

15.8
96.9
8L.4
n.6

4.5
14.8

478.3
0

Sorirce. Estimated by Ammar Siamwalla and Chaiyuth Punyasavatsut.
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Thrning now to the value in baht of these transac-
tions, the picture becomes vastly ffierent. Consider
opium. The main explanation for trading rather than
producing this crop is the enormous profits made. In the
North of Thaila.nd opium is bought and sold at 400 to 800

baht a kilogram. Ten kilogams of opium are required
to produce one kilogram of heroin, which makes the
opium cost of a kilogram of heroin about 4,000-8,000
baht. This amount ofheroia when bought or sold on the
Bangkok wholesale market costs about 160,000-180,000
baht, but on the retail market it fetches upwards of
200,000 baht, thevalue of acetic anhydride, the other raw
material used in heroin production, also being quite
small.

The profit margins in marijuana are less dramatic,
with the relative difference between Northeastern and
Bangkok prices being "only'' about two to three times
(,,100-800 baht a kilogram versus 1,200-1,500 baht).

However, these domeslic margi-ns. enormous as

they are, pale into insignificance when compared to the
margins made in the overseas trade. A kilogram of
heroin worth 200,000 baht in Bangkok fetches 2.6-5.5
million baht in the U.S. It is clear, therefore, that control
ofthe international trade in drugs would lead to massive
incomes.

This is indeed what our hnal set of figures indicates.
The top panel of Thble 2 shows th€ total revenue from
the drugs trade. We have divided the figures into those
obtfied from the trade in domestically-consumed
drugs and those obtained from drugs consumed abroad,
but at some stage passing through Thailard. The bottom
panel of the same table indicates the income made only
by the traders who, of course, capture the lion's share of
the revenue reported in the top panel.

In one respect, the figures for the bottom panel
underestimate the true figures. in that those for one

Table 2 Total Revenue lrom the Drugs Trade
(million baht)

important goup of intermediaries are omitted, namely
the heroin processors. The "traders'profit margins,"
reported in the bottom panel, account only for the in-
come from heroin that accrues to the traders after they
have left the processing laboratories. We would like to
veoture a guess that processors probably made some-
thing in the order of 10 billion baht during 1989, but we
would warn readers that, at this stage, this is even more
of a guess than the other figures reported here.

One important finding from Thble 2 is the import-
ance of the heroin trade. It easily domirates all other
drugs, both domestically and internationally, followed by
marijuana, whose domestic trade is relatively small, but
whose international trade is substantial. We had ex-
pccted to findthe trade in amphetamines to be large, but
from the available figures, this does not appear to be the
case. We admit that there is a distinct possibility that we
have seriously underestimated amphetamine consump-
tion, particularly by casual users such as agricultural
laborers at harvest time or students during the examina-
tion period.

One clear finding is that the reveDue made on the
international leg ofthe trade far outweighs that from the
domestic trade. Although rEaders mav be curious to
klow how much of the revenue made from the interna-
tional drug trade falls to Thai traders, the questioo of
which countryor nation makes what is almost impossible
to answer, ard we do not attempt to do so bere. Of all
busiresses, it is hard to conceive of ary that is more
multinational in character. We merely wish to poiat out
that, while financially the international drug trade is
importart and its financial clout may end up disturbing
an economy greatly, it cannot be overlooked that in
physical consumption, the domestic trade is by far the
larger. And it is the physicaltaking ofdrugs rhat actually
kills people, not the money that is made from them. p!

and the Prolii Margins made by Traders, 1989

A: TOTAL REVENUE
Opium
Heroin
Marijuana
Amphetamines

LN
20,59L

? ?55

\8r2

'1 007

L,076
0

6
<? o10

30,016
0

2n5
80,507
34,347

't-,812

Totat 25,785 3,106 87,980 tl6,87t
B: PROFIT MARGINS MADE BYTRADERS

Optn-
Heroin
Marijuana
Arnpheternines

7l
1,308
3,m4
1 ?{O

18
359
789

0

6
57,9r9
30,805

0

135
595U
v,w
r.3s9

Total 5943 L,t67

Source: Estimated by Ammar Siamwalla and Chaiyuth Punyasavatsut.

87,981 95,090
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The Introduction of Unleaded Gasoline

':,,.-;,.1 :;,, ...11llll;:*t_l::.l:il:r

The int.oduction of unleaded gasoline into the motor Table I 1989 Transport Fuel Demand in the BMR
vehicle and mass transport scene in Bangkokand several
other major Thai cities is an important step forward ill
combatting our ever-growing problems of air pollution
and its threat to our national environment and the very
health of our citizens.

It should be emphasized from the start, however,
that the introduction ofunleaded gasoline is byno means

a panacea. It is a step forward, but only a step and much
more needs tobe done.In this article I shalltryto explain
why this is so.

As noted ir a 1990 TDRI Year-End Conference
report, urban Thailand now exhibits the vehicle-based
air pollution problems typical ofall large industrialareas
the world over. In 1990, according to a Japan Interna-
tional Cooperation Agency (JICA) report, the number
of motor vehicles in the Bangkok Metropolitan Region
(BMR) totalled 1.9 million. Motorcycles accounted for
39.8 percent of this figure; private passenger cars, 35.8
percent; and pickup trucks, 21.7 percert. Buses ac-
counted for only 1.2 percent, whereas taxis and tuk-tuks
(motorizcd tricycles) accounted for only l and 0.5 per-
cent, respectively.

The existencc of such large numbers of private pas-
senger cars and motorcycles in the BMR clearly indi-
cates these as the major gasoline consumers in the
BMR's overall transport fuel demand. Typically, private
passenger cars and motorcycles run on gasoline,
whereas nearly all tzxis and tuk-tuks run on liquified
petroleum gas (LPG). Buses and pickups normally use

diesel fuel. Table 1 shows the breakdown of transport
fuels in the BMR by kind of fuel and by vehicle type. In
1989 gasoline accounted for 45 pcrcent of the total
transport fuel demand in the BMR, while the share for
diesel and LPG were 47 and 8 perccnt, rcspcctively.

Erlent of the Problem

The high quantity of gasoline and diesel fuel emis-
sions in the BMR area poses serious health risks for
those living in or frequently travelling through its high-
traffic-density arcas.

Primary air pollutants that can damage the health of
city dwellers include carbon monoxide (CO), suspcnded
particulate matters (SPM), non-methane hydrocarbons
(HC), acid aerosols (SOz and NO* cmissions) and lcad.
Table 2 specifies the quantity of these emissions in the

2,L80

to Thailand

By Fuel Tlpe
Gasoline
Diesel
LPG

99t
1,015

Total 2,r80

By Vehicle Tlpe
Passenger Cars
Motorcycles
Pickups and Buses
Thxis and tu-k-tuks

592
359

1,045
184

Ttrtal

Sorrce. Research Report No. 7, 1990 TDRI Year-End
Conference.

" TOE: Ton of oil equivalent

BMR in 1989. Over a million tons of the CO emissions
come mainly from gasoline engines in passenger cars and
motorcycles. Other emissions, also mainly from
gasoline, are non-methane hydrocarbons (0.295 rnillion
tons) and lead (500 tons). These emissions have
reached a level definitely detrimental to public health.
Periodic monitoring reports by the National Environ-
ment Board (NEB) on Bangkok's ambient air quality
during 1985-1989 clearly indicate that SPM and CO
levels have reached or exceeded NEB standards in manv
of its monitoring stations.

Table 2 Emissions from Transport Fuel in th€
BMR

CO
SPM
HC (non-methane)
Lead
NOx
Soz

r,075
116
295

0.5
6

Source: 1990 TDRI Year-End Conference.
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Unleaded premium soared to 30 per-
cent of total prcmtum gasoline sales
only i0 days after its introduction.

for lead ir leaded gasoline is now set at no higher than
0.15 gram per liter. The schedule for the introduction of
lowleaded and unleaded gasoline in Thailand has ouly
now been established (see below).

Second, the high level of CO in Bangkok is also due
to poorly tuned enghes and poor automotive mainte-
nance generally. Although amual car inspections are
officially required by law, this regulation is seldom en-
forced because of the lack of manpower in the govern-
ment agencies concerned.

Third, poor city planning and the absence of a good
mass transit system have led to more and more private
passenger vehicles using the same inadequate road sys-

tem, leading to increasingly severe traffic jams. Re-
duced average traffic speed in turn has exacerbated air
pollution problems as the level of CO is significantly
higher under "stop and start" conditions as compared
to free-flowing traffic.

Fourth, vehicles in Thailand do not presently re-
quire equipment to control tailpipe or other emissions.
A tbree-way catalytic convertor, widely used in other
countries, can effectively reduce the levels of HC, CO
and NOx from gasoline engine cars. However, un-
leaded gasoline has to be available before the use ofsuch
pollution-reducing convertors is possible, much less

made mandatory. The presence oflead in gasoline would
permanently damage this equipment.

Fifth, Bangkok has over one million motorcycles,
about 90 percent of which have two-stroke engines.
Motorcycles with two-stroke engines errit twice as much
the amount of HC and SPM as do four-stroke tlpes, thus
furthering worsening pollution.

Finally, the city lacks a continuous ard detailed
ambient air quality monitoring system that accurately
records changes in the environmental conditions result-
ing from worsening traffic problems.

The levels of HC and lead have also rEached an

alarming point in mary city locations. Prolonged expo-
sure to these substances is damaging to human health.
CO can cause an extended loss in the capabfity of the
blood to fully transport orygen to critical body tissue,
resultirg in headaches, dizzhess and even death by as-

phyxiation. HC (non-methane) emissions such as ben-
zene are highly toxic carcinogenic organic compounds.
SPM can irritate the eyes and the respiratory system. It
can also absorb other toxic orgalic compounds that are
equally hazardous to health. Lead is a toxia causing
retarded cbild development. It can also cause high blood
pressure and affect both the nervous system and the
kidneys.

TDRI's study shows that 27 percent of NOx emis-
sions,93 percent ofHC and 96 percent ofCO generated
by the BMR transportation sector come from the use of
gasoline. Literally all the lead emission comes from the
gasoline used in cars and motorcycles. Most of the SOz

and SPM emissions come from diesel fuel. Thus the use

of gasoline has been significantly detrimental to the
BMR environment. This problem has been aggravated,

particularly over the last few years, tbrough ever greater
gasoline consumption, deteriorating traffic couditions
and, even more importartly, the lack of proper environ-
mental measures to control gasoliae production and use.

Main Causes of the Problem

First, until recently, gasoline sold in Thailand con-
tained relatively high levels of lead. The maximum
amount of lead currently allowed in gasoline is 0.4 gram
per liter. Gasoline sold in North America and Japan,
however, is lead free. Unleaded gasoline is also widely
used in the EC countries and in Australia and New
zealand (CONCAWE Report No. 2/90). The EC ltunit
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Table 3 Maximum l*ad tevel in Gasoline in Thailand

Prenium (95 RON)
Regular (83/87 ROr9
Unleaded Premium (95 ROI'O

0.45
0.45

0.15
0.15
0.013

gram,4iter

'Available on a voluntary basis since M ay !,7991.

Many environnental problems, therefore, are inex-

tricably associated with the hansportation sector. To

improve the air quality of the city and its environs, all
aspects ofthese problems must be addressed, preferably
with urgency. Emissions from the industrial sector must
also be dealt with. As a first step towards seriously
controlling such unhealthy emissions, the government
has now set a timetable for lowering the lead level in
gasolhe: flust, the maximum lead level in gasoline must
be lowered to 0.15 gram per liter by I lautary 1992;
unleaded premium gasoline-95 RON (Research Oc-
tane Number) -must be made available by oil compa-
nies by l January 1993; all car manufacturers are re-
quired to install catalytic convertors on all new cars to
be sold after l September 1993 (see Table 3). Any oil
companies wishing to introduce unleaded or lowleaded
gasoline prior to the specified date can, of course, do so

and are so encouraged. Several major oil companies, il
fact, started selling unleaded premium gasoline as early
as the beginning of May 1991.

About Unleaded Gasoline

Oneof themostimportantspecificationsofgasoline
is its octane rating, or "anti-knock," ability. A car using
toolow octane will experience such a "knocking" as a

result of the spontaneous combustion of unignited gas in
the combustion chamber. As a general rule, the appro-
priate level, or octane number, for a particular car de-

pends on its compression ratio. Cars with high compres-
sion ratios require gasoline with a higher rate ofoctane.
Cars with a compression ratio of 7.5, for example, nor-
mally require 88 RON, while those havhg a compression
ratio of9 require 98 RON gasolhe (Shell). Straight-run
gasoline from primary distillation processes, however,
has very low octane and should be raised to the required
level by using one of two methods:

First, the octane level canbe hiked byusingcomplex
refining processes such as catal1'tic reforming, catalytic

cracking, and polJmerization, among others. Second,

the octare car also be raised by using "additives" to
supplement the gasoline upgradirg process.

Lead, in the form of tetraethyl or tetramethyl, is a
low-cost and effective additive that raises octane levels.

Silce its discovery in the 1920s, its use has been wide-
spread.

Environmental problems resulting from the use of
lead during the past decade, however, have forced re-
finers to find other kinds of additives. Common non-
lead additives currently in use are alcohols (ethaaol,
methanol and TBA) and ethers (MTBE). These addi-
tives are also called orygenates because they contain
orygen (methanol is 50 percent orygenbyweight). There
is a limit to the use of orygenates in gasoline, however,
as the presence of orygen in gasoline alters the fueVair
midure. Also, some orygenates, such as methanol, are
corrosive. More imporlanlly, they are more expensive
than lead. Increasing the octane number from 91 RON
to 93 RON, for example, raises the production cost by
0.031 baitliter using lead; 0.27 baht/liter using MTBE;
ard 0.58 baht/liter using ethanol (Preeyaporu). Finally,
there is a limitedglobal supply of bothMTBE ard TBA.

Because of these limitations, the use of oxygenates
will not be extensive in the future. In the long run,
refiners will probably choose to upgrade their rehning
processes to increase gasoline octane (CONCAWE Re-
port No. 11/83R).

The Use ofUnleaded Gasoline

A recent survey by Shell indicated that about 87

percent of passenger cars produced in Thailand during
the past 10 years could use unleaded gasoliae all the
time. Thesewere mostly Japanese-made cars, plus sev-

eral models ofEuropean cars. As for the remaining cars

whose engine valve seats were not hardened, they could
also run on unleaded gasoline, provided leaded grade
was used for every fourth or fifth fill (Shell).

* Research Octane Number or RON is establishedunder low-en$ne speed conditions. Premium gasoline with 95 RON
is fotuld to be the most suitable for the majoity of cars in Thailand.. Howeve4 octane for rcgular gssoline will sootl be

raisedfrom 83 RON to 87 RON.
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Baht/liter

Table 4

Ex-refinery Price
Tax
Oil Fund Levy
Wholesale Price

Gasoline Price Structur€
(May 13, 1991)

Pricing of Unleaded Gasoline

Unleaded gasoline costs 0.7 baht/liter more to pro-
duce than leaded premium grade. The government,
however, has subsidized unleaded gasoline during the
introduction period to encourage its use. The lowEr Oil
F\nd lely imposed on unleaded gasoline has made the
fuel 0.3 baht/liter cheaper than the leaded grade (see
Table 4), This policy appears to have been effective, as

the share ofunleaded premium has soared to 30 percent
of total premium gasoline sales only 30 days after its
introduction!

Future Policy Measures

Removing lead fromgasoline should be seen as only
the first step on the long path toward clean air. The
government should begin to draw up both short- and
long-term measures to control transportation emissions.

Removing the lead from prcmium gasoline and installing
catalytic convertors on all old and new cars would, how-
ever, at best reduce only half of thc CO emissions and
one-fifth of those of HC and NOx. This is because the
BMR would still have a huge number of two-stroke
motorcycles that will continue to be run on leaded reg-
ular ga5oline. Moreover, emissions from diesel vehicles
have yet to be dealt with. Issues such as an annual car
inspection requirement, traffic plans and mass transit
systcm improvement also must be resolved. Further
steps toward creating a better and healthier environ-
ment should be taken now, particularly as the public is
becorning more and more arvarc of the need to protect
Thailand's environment.
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Designing Environmentally Sound
Development Projects*

Dhira Phantumvanit
Claudia Winkelman

TI
l!nvironmental concerns in the developing couttries
of the Pacific Rim are widespread and challenging. The
region combines some of the world's most rapidly grow-
ing economies with some ofits nost delicats ecosystems.
Issues of concern in the region include global clirnate
change, tropical deforestation, urbanization and its ef-
fects on the environment, energy use and the environ-
ment, and the disposal of solid and hazardous wastes.

The overriding question, however, is how to find an
optimal trade-off between the environnent and
economic development? To strike such a balance, en-
vironmental consequences cleady must be carefully
weighed against the financial benefits, proven or poten-
tial, of development projects.

That environment and development are inextricably
linled makes the design of environrnentally sound
development policies highly complex. It is thus difficult
to generalize about them. The individual economic and
environmental circumstaaces of each project must be
uaderstood in isolation and in how they relate to one
aaother and to the overall economy. I will therefore
discuss general areas of environrnental concern in the
developing countries of the Pacific Rim, the relations
between economics and the environment, and suggest
ways in which new projects could be designed to more
effectively address these concems.

E}MRONMENTAL CONCERNS IN DE}'ELOPING
COUNTRIES O['THE PACIFIC RIM

Global climate change has become a topic of inter-
national preoccupation. It is generally accepted that the
enission of "greeahouse gases," in particular carbon
dioxide, is producing a warming of the earth's atmos-
phere. The release of such gases occurs largely due to
the burning of fossil fuels for economic production in
industrialized countries and deforestation in developing
countries. Global warming will affect all nations, but to
extremely different degrees.

Within the developing countries of the Pacific Rin
a warming of the atmosphere may cause changes in
rainfall and humidity. It might also raise the sea level
through thermal expaasion and melting of the polar ice
caps. These changes could affect agriculture, human
settlements, and, in some cases, the very existence of
small island nations, such as the Maldives. The Pacific
Rim developing nations are ill-equipped to deal with the
massive social and ecological disruptions which might
result from global warming. Meanwhile, development
projects in these sane countries enlance the likelihood
of global warming. Both newly emerging industries and
the increasing use of cars and trucks, reflecting the
inoeasing affluence of the region, contribute significant-
ly to fossil fuel usage and therefore the volume of green-
house gas emissions.

Significant deforestation has occurred as a result of
infrastructure development, shifting cultivation, and
commercial logging. The contribution of these activities
to economic development is clear, but their environrnen-
tal costs are far reaching and unsettling. In addition to
releasing greenhouse gases, deforestation reduces the
water-retention capacity of soils thereby causing flood-
ing. It also destroys the natural habitat of highly valuable
diverse tropical plant and animal species which now
survive, by and large, only in the world's vanishing tropi-
cal forests.

Explosive urbanization is occurring all across the
Pacific Rim. Growing population combined with ever
lower death rates contribute to the concentration of
large populations i.n urban areas. The environmental
consequences of urbanization include greater traffic
congestion; insufficient and unsafe water supplies; in-
adequate sewerage and solid and hazardous waste dis-
posal systems; and increasingly hazardous air emissions
from cars, buses, motorbikes and industrial plants. All
these factors combine to lower the quality of life and
reduce the population's productivity. In addition, lack of
proper urban infrastructure discourages both local and

* Paperpresentedby Dr Dhira Phannmvanit totheAsianDevelopment Business Semina4 Apil 191, Vancouvet; Bithh
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foreign investment. Urbanization has generallybeen as-

sociated with progress, but unless the urban environ-
ment is properly managed, it may damage the well-being
of the population.

By the year 20@, if traditional paths are followed,
energy requirements may increase by as much as 85

percent in some developing countries. The developing
nations' increasing capacity to generate energy will re-
quire enormous expenditure for administration, train-
ing, construction, and maintcnance costs. Energy con-
servation, therefore, should be a primary goal for all
Pacific Rim nations. Tlnx and subsidy policies should
create incentivcs to both encourago groatcr energy-

efficiency, whichwould dscrcase the need for additional
power generation, and to encourage the choice of less-
polluting energSr sources where capacity must bc in-
creased.

With increased industrial output invariably comes
greater waste generation. The present management fa-

cilities in most developing countrios arc inadequate to
deal with the rapidly growing problem. As countries in
the Pacific Rim shift from agricultural to industrial pro-
duction, theirwastes quickly shift from organic to chem-
ical compounds. Proper disposal of industrial wastes
requires treatmcnt that these countrics cannot yel pro-
vide. Emerging industries and development projects
should be studied with close attention to their wastc
generation and treatment capacities. Pollution and
waste-control laws are often politically unpopular, diffi-
cult to enact, and cvcn more difficult to enforce, yet both
effective control and enforccment are prerequisitcs for
any form of sustainable development.

The time has comc for Pacific Rim nations to recog-
nize ard act upon the fact that economic development is

not something apart from a socicty's other problems.
Environmental management is an intcgral part ofdcvcl-
opment, particularly as thcse nations lace a transition
frorn agriculture to industry. A forward-looking strategy
is therefore clearly needed. By acting now, costly tech-
nological adjustmcnts and "clcan-up" costs can be held
to bearable levels. As countrics develop their industrial
bases and encourage incrcased foreign investment, thcy
must do so in such a way as to reap thc highest possible

benefits for thoir people at the lowest and least painful
costs.

ENCOURAGING ENIIRONMENTALLY SOT]ND
DEVELOPMENT

Sustainable Development - For Whom?

Sustainable dcvelopment is a concept of great im-
portance and yet of even greater ambiguity. The very
term meaos many different things to so many different
people. Groups with different priorities willoffer differ-

ent opinions as to whethcr a development pattcrn is

sustainablc. It is therefore important to solicit the opin-
ions of all concerned gioups.

Io the past, it was the acccptcd practice to consult
only development planners and governmental authori-
ties on the merits ofany given devclopmcnt project. This
is no longer lruc. Even in devoloping countries, well-
analyzed projects with high financial returns are being
put on perpetual hold because ofstrong objections from
local people whose day-to-day living and lifestyles may
bejeopardized by the proposed "development." In many
cases, the rural poor have literally taken up arms to
protect their interests, often backed by NGOs who havc
established conncctions with the mcdia.

Thc viability ofa project should be carefully thought
through first, before it is announccd publicly. Thiswould
avoid unneccssary confrontations. While the expcricnce
of governmenl. tcchnocrats responsible for charting the
course of devclopment should not be dismissed, equal
say should bc given to the common people whose liveli-
hood, after all, is at stake. ln the developirg countries,
unfortunately, thisisseldom the case. But if "sustainable
development" is to take place, then local communities
have to have a say in any decision affecting their own
welfare.

Op€n Acc€ss to Information

In developing countries public hearings on environ-
mental issues are rare, Instead committees are formed
to analyze, discuss and rnake recornmendations on pro-
posed development projects. Projects to conserve the
environment. however. can be controversial and difficult
to sustain. To be successful, they must, therefore, be
supported by the public.

To increase awareness of environmental issues, it is
crucial to make information easily accessible and com-
prehcnsible to the general public. Such information
should also instill a sense of the public's own responsi-
bility in protecting thc environmcnt.

Reliable information is basic to sound development
planning. Mthout adequatedata on thenumber of farm-
ers encroaching into a forest, their landuse patterns, and
their living conditions, for example, it would be difficult
to properly design land reform programs. To cite an-
other example, modern information technology makes
possible the monitoring of hazardous chemicals usage
within a given country. Using such information is pre-
requisite to the formulation of a rational management
plan for the proper storage, transport, use and disposal
of these hazardous chemicals and wastes.

Reliable information can also often dispel doubt
and suspicion among negotiating partners. For example,
information on land use and land holding patterns will
not only help governmental authorities in their decision
making, but may also make govcrnmental schemes more
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palatable to local farmers. For environmental issues,

often quite technical, the dissemination of information
in a manner comprehensible to the general public has

often gained the public confidence and support vital to
producing workable solutions.

Global Issues from a Local Viewpoint

Differences unfortunately exist in the priorities of
local and international communities when viewing the
same environmental problems. In the case of global
warming, the international community calls for slowing
rates of deforestation and decreased consumption of
fossil fuels. For the rural poor, however, deforestation
driven by shifting cultivation may provide the villagers'
only subsistence. Unless alternative sources o[ incorne
can be made available, the costs to the community of a
program to reduce deforestation would be prohibitive.
Similarly, for countries on the verge of industrialization,
increasing use of fossil fuels for development will likely
tale precedence over dccreased emissions of global
greenhouse gases.

The value of environmental programs differs widely
according to priorities. Ifthe cost of these programs falls
on those whose priorities lie elsewhere, or who can least
afford them, they are likely to be ignored.

Thus the challenge is to try to reconcile the differ-
ences, and to achieve common objectives. For example,
if reforestation is considered a potential carbon sink,
which absorbs carbon dioxide and turns it into wood
products, then the promotion ofreforestation programs
ir tropical countries maybe the ideal solution, providing
income and emplofnent to fhe rural poor, as well as

contributing to the global effort to arrest carbon dioxide
emissions.

Unless and until the divergence between the call for
action ofthe international communities and the needs of
the rural villages is narrowed, the ongoing negoliations
to serve global interests will indeed be hollow, resulting
in confrontations between two opposing forces one
bent on protectingits sovereign interests, whilethe other
is futilely attempting to solve global environmental prob-
lems.

Investment in Environmental Proj€cts

In the newly industrializing countries, the stage is

now set for investing in rehabilitating environmental
degradation. In Southeast and East Asia in particular,
developing countries have recognized the perils of un-
controlled industrial pollution, resulting in industrial
hazards and urban pollution. Moreover, the destruction
of tropical forests and the degradation of natural re-
sources such as top soil erosion have become too evident
to ignore.

However, due to the multi-sectoral nature of envi-
ronmental issues, successful environmental manage-

ment programs require a concerted effort from more
than a few governmental agencies. "Program" planning
and execution are naturally more difficult to implement
than a "project by project" approach.

In the past, environmental planning exercises have
often been undertaken with external technical assis-

tance, either from bilateral or multilateral sources. Past

environmental studies. however. have often fallen short
of their goals due to the lack of funding resources re-
quired to make their recommendations implementable.

Environmental projects, whether watershed man-
agement, coastal resource management or the like, all
aim at raising the quality of life for the majority of the
people. Many of the foreseeable benefits, however, are
non-quantifiable, and thus difhcult to express in mone-
tary terms. Due to ihis fact the lack of a clear benefit-
cost advantage should not become a detcrrent. It is
often the case that environmental projects must there-
fore be considered on a concessional lasis, either by
lerding institutions or by governments using public
funds.

If we believe that nowis the time to act on improving
our environment, the challenge lies with transferring
recognition of the environment to field projects where
the successs or failure of an environmental program will
be decided.

lnvestment Incentives and the Environment

Most developing countries seek to encourage pri-
vate investment, both local and foreign, as an effective
means of growth and technology transfer. To induce
such investment, governments offer prospective invest-
ors various combinations of tax holidays, duty incentives,
and special arrangements for joint ventures.

In designing investment incentives and evaluating
applicants for investment, environmental criteria should
be considered. If government-sponsored incentives are
to be given to certain industries, the targeted industries
should be those which contribute productively to both
the economy and the environment. Privately operated
centralwaste or sewage treatment facilities are examples
ofindustries for which incentives should be provided. If
ths private sector could profitably provide waste dis-
posal facilities on a fee basis, environmental services

could be rnarkedly expedited, to the beneht of all.
In addition to targeting those specific industries

whose services satisry unfulfilled environmental de-
mands, "green" companies in general should be encour-
aged. "Green" companies are those supplying environ-
mentally-friendly products. or relling on environmen-
tally sound manufacturing processes and technology.
Such practices would encourage the private sector to'
take the leading role in protecting the countrfs environ-
ment.

Finally, provisions could be made requiring invest-
ors to commit themselves to rehabilitatins the environ-
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ment to an extent commensurate with their useofnatural
resoluces and level of waste generation, An escrow
fund established for this purpose would mate financial
resources available for defensive and resenerative in-
vestments in the environment.

CONCLUSION

In much of the world, priorities are shifting towards
the environment. In the developing countries, however,
there is iacreasing belief that the environment cannot
wait until the economy has developed, and that protect-
ing the environment cannot be regarded as a luxury
reselved for other, richer nations. The truth is that most
developing courtries depend to a gleater extent on their
natural resources than do developed countries, makilg
the stales of environnental management higher due to
the fact that their economic development is more closely
tied to the environment.

For developing countries, investment in implement-
ing environmentally sound development and the cre-

ation of an appropriate incentive structure for industri-
alization will help to shape their emerging industrial
bases into cleaner, more efficient and more sustainable
sources of growth.

The fact remains that for even the most enlightened
developing countries environmental programs are
costly, and their returns are often not fiaancial. Since
government budgets are limited, funds may simply be
unavailable, despite the fact that it is in the interest of
these countries to begin to plan environmentally sound
industrializatiou. Establishing incentives for cleaner in-
dustries ard better designed programs now will alleviate
the need for expensive clean-ups and technological ret-
rofrtting in the future, and perhaps avoid irreversible
damages,

For these same reasons, it is also in the interest of
development banks to make investments of this t)?e an
area of priority for funding. Funding for the prevention
of environmental degadation and the establishrnent of
environmentally sound industrial bases in newly indus-
trializing countries is a sound investment for the future
of all countries. p!
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Data Requirements for the Establishment of
STMIS in Developing Countries*
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TIn mosl of the Less Dereloped ('ountrics (LDCs)
today, the basis for science and technology (S&T)
resource management and decision-makingrcmains onc
of adopting main categories of S&T similar to those
indicators commonly used in industrialized countries.
S&T management information systems (STMIS) in the
LDCs and thc data neccssary to produce such S&T
indicators for decision-making therefore essentially fol-
low those adopted by the major industrialized countries.

In these systems, major S&T input indicators are
based predominantly, ifnot exclusively, on investment in
rcscarch and development (R&D) activities, namcly:

. expenditure on R&D

. R&D personnel

. R&D infrastructure

This is clearly reflected by the main indicators
produced by the Organization for Economic Coopera-
tion and Development (OECD) which include varia-
tions in gross dornestic expenditure on R&D (or
GERD); expenditure on R&D in thebusiness enterprisc
sector (or BERD); expenditure on R&D in the higher
education sector (or HERD); government budget ap-
propriations or outlays for R&D (or GBAORD); total
full-time equivalent on R&D (or FTE); and the number
of R&D research scicntists and engineers (or RSE).'

Correspondingly, output indicators arc constructed
to measure what is achieved by investment in S&T sys-

tems. Major output indicators are based on two
categories:

. Bibliometric indicators that msasure the volume
ofS&T publioations in mainstream scientific and
technical literature

. Socioeconomic indicators, as in the number of
patents, copyrights, licanse agreements, etc.

Examples of socioeconomic indicators used by the
OECD are various types ofpatent application statistics,
technological balance of pa)'ments, and export-to-im-
Dort ratios.

WTry ARE COI.MNTIONAL S&T MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS INADEQTJATE FOR
LDCS?

While S&T irput and output indicators have been
effective tools for S&T management and policy making
among the industrializcd cou-ntries, their effectiveness
amons LDCs is auesLionable.- The main re ason for this
stsms from the iasic differences in R&D structures
between the developed and lcss developcd countries, as

seen in Figures 1 to 3.

Figure I Structure of B&D in Industrialized
Countries.

+ Paper prcsetled at the Meetingof tlrc Elcpet Group on "S&T Managenrent Information Developtnent -The Wollongotlg
Workshop," 18-20 Morch 1991, 7'1rc Centre for Research Policy, University of Wollongong Australia.
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IMPORT EXPORT

Figure 2 Structure of Research and Production
in NlCs.

In the developed countries, R&D systems are
coupledwith an economy's production systems. In other
words, research activities generate the new knowledge
that leads to new technology development and
product/process inventions. Industrial companies are
then able to commercialize the resulting technological
developments and inventions, reaping the economic
returns to finance further R&D activities. It should be
noted that industry spends more on R&D than does the
public sector.

Thougb R&D structures among NICS have not
reached the mature and self-reinforcing stage of the
developed countries, they are nonetheless capable of
undertaking technology and product development for
commercialization that _generate economic return to fi-
nance further technology and product development.
Massive investments in R&D infrastructure and person-
nel over the past 20 years have lifted their status in the
S&T structure closer to that ofthe developed countries.
However, LDCs are unable as yet to produce frontier
basic research, nor are they able to effectively apply the
basic research conducted mainly by academic institutes
into the productive systems.

In the case of LDCs, R&D activities and systems
are basicallyweak. Thailand, for example, spends a mere
0.2 percent of GNP on R&D. The scarcc research and
development activities that are being carried out are

Figure 3 Structure ot Research and Production
in Developing Countries.

separated from one anothcr and are often not commer-
cialized, either because of the quality of the research,
which is mainly done in public sector institutions, or the
inability ofthe productive sector to further develop them
for commercialization. Evcn many relatively simple en-
gineering activities are presently isolated from the pro-
ductive systems. Therefore, the current state of the
R&D structure in most LDCs inherently renders the
conventional S&T indicators in use ineffective or even
misleading.

WHAT KINDS OF S&T MANAGEMENT
INI.'ORMATION SYSTEMS WOULD WORK T-oR
LDCS]

While there is no universal set of S&T input and
output indicators applicablc for all LDCs, it is obvious
that some attempt ought to be made to overcome the
present deficiency in S&T indicators, based mainly on
investment in R&D as input, and publications and pa-

tents as output indicators. Such a set ofmeaningfulS&T
indicators may vary from country to country, depending
on each one's prevailing social and economic conditions.

It is proposed in this paper that the following addi
tional S&T indicators could be considercdfor construct-
ing a more meaningful national management informa-
tion svstems amons LDCS.
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Input Indicators

Expendituue htdicato$

Data on expenditure should exlend beyond those
spent on R&D to include all major S&T activities such
as quality control, standards, testing and certification
services, calibration services, design, engineering and
consultancy services.

These S&T activities, other than R&D, by far play
a much bigger role than R&D in the S&T structure of
most LDCs. They are important promotional agents for
technological progress and therefore provide a good
basis forjudgingthe state of technologicalcapabilityand
a better instrument for deciding the appropriate course
of S&T development.

In addition, expenditure on R&D should be further
classified into R&D expenditures for the two options to
either buy or make technology, specifically:

. adoption and adaptation of imported technology

. generation of new technology locally

Hwtnn Res ou rc e s I ndico t ors

Apart from S&T human resource indicators, other
useful indicators would include expenditure on S&T:
related education, both formal and informal. Formal
education would include data on the number of S&T
graduates each year, in what disciplines and at what
expense. Informal education involves training by both
public educational institutes and private-sector compa-
nies. Data should include the number ofpeople trained,
the number and types of training courses offered, and
the amount spent on in-house and public training
courses, workshops, and seminars.

What is important here is not merely a question of
how many trained people an LDC has in R&D, but the
total number in the whole S&T structure. More im-
portantly, are existing and future S&T personnel given
the needed opportunities to upgrade their skills? Given
the ever-widening technology gap between the devel-
oped countries and the LDCs, this question is vital.

In addition to the number of people in S&t it may
be useful to observe the skills represented within a given
industrial sector. Such a slructure could include the
following classifications according to functions per-
formed:

. inventof,s and innovators

. managers and trainers

. engineers and designers

. technicians and supcrvisors

. skilled and unskilled workers

I nfra s truchue h di c o t o rs

In the developed countries, the emphasis on this
category of indicator is on the number of R&D labora-

tories and the investment in R&D equipment for gener-
ating and commercializing technology on a "make some
- buy some" policy (see Figure 4).r It is, however, more
appropriate for the LDCs to concentrate on the "buy
some" aspect.

Suitable input indicators would be the amount spent
on technologyfrom abroad, and output indicatorswould
be the extent of technology assimilation and innovation,
to be discussed later.

Figures 4 and 5 provide lists of promotional agents
which form the basic infrastructure for the develoDment
o[all four components oftechnology (i.e.. physicai facil-
ities, human-abilities, documented facts, and organiza-
tional frameworks). It is very important to ascertain that
the strength of each of the promotional agents is satis-
factory in that there should be a minimum critical mass
(both human and physical resources) for effective oper-
ation. Furthermore, it may be an important consider-
ation to ensure continuity of each of the development
chains.

C)utput Indicators

B ib li orn etic I n dic o t ors

This category of output indicator would need local
databases forinformation on national and greyliterature
as a measurement of S&T oerformance.

Figure 4 Technology
Promotional

Development Chain and
Agents
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Figure 5 Basic Infrastructure lor Developing
Technology

S oc i oecon o tni c In di c ato rs

In addition to the indicators commonly adopted by
the developed countries, possible relevant output indi-
cators could be established, based on:

. Manufactured exports evolution

. GDP evolution in manufactured outputs

. S&T activities

M anufac nne d Exp ons Ey' o lution

Based on data on manufactured exports over time,
useful indicators may be constructed fromthe structural
shift in ntanufacmrcd expotis to see if and how much
exports have moved in terms of percentage shares from
resource- and labor-intensive industries towards being
rnore S&T-intensive as in diflerentiatcd and science-
based manufactured er?orts.

Based on the classihcation taken from OECD, 1988
(see Carl J. Dahlman and Peter Brimble, 1990), thc
different manufacturing sectors may be grouped into
five types. They are: resource intensive, labor intensive,
scale intensive, differentiatcd, and science based.
Resource-intensive industries are ISIC categories 31,

323, 331, 341I, 353-4, 369 and 372. Labor-intensivc in-
dustries are 321-2, 324,332,380-81, and 39. Scale-inten-
sive industries are 34,357,355-6,367-2, 371, 384. Differ-
entiated goods are 3821-4,3829, 383, and 3852-3. Sci-
ence-based industries are 352, 3825, 3851, and 3845.

GDP Evolutiort in Mqnrufactured Output

A similar indicator to the one described above is
based on a country's aggregats structure ofmanufactur-
ing production, with the manufacturing sectors grouped
into the same five types of industries using these OECD
classification. Here the clwnge it the shares and the rstes
of change over time of the five types of industries again
can provide output S&T indicators among dcveloping
countries.

Output htdicators for Other S&T Activities

Most of the indicators considered so far are based
primarily on aggregate data at the "macro" level. Since
most industries in the LDCs are in the infancy stage of
development, they usually have only a small number of
companies engaged in S&T activitiss, Even these are
poor in technological capability. Therefore, some indi-
cators at the "micro" level can be developed into useful
decision-making instruments. Some possible indicators
could bc designed to gauge ths extent of technology
transfer as measured by the activities going on in search-
ing and purchasing technology among companies; the
success of technology assimilation as measured by the
maintenance performed, replication of importcd tech-
nology, adaptation of technology; and finally thc degree
of technological innovalion [..,und in improving or even

creating new technology, products, or processes (see

Figure 4).
The methodology to creatc suitable "micro" level

S&T indicators as outlined above, would most naturally
be a company survey among the major industrial sectors
ofa particular country. An example is the attempt by the
Thailand Development Research Institute (TDRI) to
assess the technological capability of Thai industries by
conducting a survey of 119 companics in the areas of
biotechnology, materials and electronics (see Kopr
Kritayakirana et al. 1989). The tochnological capabili-
ties olproduction companies were categorized into four
types: acquisitive, operative, adaptive and innovative.
Acquisitive capability includos a companies' ability to
search, assess, negotiate and procurc relcvant technol-
ogy. The transfer of operation know-how, as well as

installation and start-up of production facilities, wcre
also included in the acquisitivc category. Operative ca-
pability includes the ability to efficiently operate and
control machinery and other equipment, as well as its
maintenance, skill developmcnt (training), general man-
agement, production planning and quality control.
Adaptive capability is the ability to learn tcchnology,
understand new technology and the ability to carry out
minor product and process modifications. Innovative
capability includes the ability to carry out in-house re-
search and development, new product and processmod-
ifications, ncw or major changes and new products
and/or process inventions.

Although this TDRI Exercise exercise yielded a

good ovcrview of Thailand's technological capability, it
took 18 months and many rcscarchers, plus a sizable
budget. Therefore, some other methodology should be
developed to spccd up the process, even if it means
eliminating sorne information.

We would like to propose here a concise question-
naire which not only makes a rough estimate of various
capabilities, but also tries to assess rclative weaknesses
in equipment, manpower, information and organization.
A model questionnaire for conducting such a proposed
survcy is attached as an annex.
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Data obtaincd from this questionnaire would bc
uscful in producine a set of industry capability/produc-
tivity improvement indicators. Thc evaluation of thc
status of technology in a givcn industry and its compari-
son with the state-of-thc-art would also be useful.

CONCLUSION

Wc have attempted to show why the S&T indicators
currcntly in use irl the developcd countries arc of littlc
relcvance to the LDCS, even though they are oftcn
blindly adopted.

On input indicators, we have proposed that expen-

diturc indicators should inclutlc all S&T activities, and
not mcrcly R&D. Such activitics aro, for examplc, all
types of technical seNices, humitn resource dcvclop-
mcnt, and technologv purchascs. Possible uselul output
indicators, may be national and grey literature
bibliometric indicators. manufactured exports evolution
and GDP evolution in manufactured output indicators,
and a numbcr of S&T activities output indicators.

Thcse suggestions arc by no mcans exhaustivc.
Thcy should be considcrccl as possiblc tools a coun[ry's
decision-makcrs might use. Thc spccific S&T inclica-
tors, and the corresponding data requircmcnts for a

particular STMIS, can only bc identificd following a
detailod study into the user's nccds and the prevailing
social un.l cconomic eonditi,'n. o[ a givcn countrv.

Annex I

ENDNOTES

I See J. Anderson (1990) for a fuller compilarion of major input
and outpu! S&.I indicarors produced by OECD, NSF, and some
nanonal govemnrenls.

2 At a recent Inlcrnati()nal Conference on "Scicncc Indicators for
Developing Countrics. ' held in Pads during Oclobcr 1990, sev-
eral papets had siftilar opinions on this issue. Rosa S. Lozano,
forinstance, proposcd lhe establishment ofncw indicalors, more
in linc with thc social and ccononric condilions of LDCS.
Thomas O. Bisenlan and Charles IL Davis statcd lhe need to
includc non-mainstrcam scientific literature based on studies on
mainstrcam and non-nrainstream scientific oullut in South
Korca. Tdrwdn. Singdlorc a.\d \'Iata)sra

3 \aqaz Sharil 199l.
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Annex 2

RELATIVE INVOLVEMENT BY TYPE OF PRODUCTION ACTIVITY: (PERCENTAGE)
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Dynamic Balance for Social Change and
Environmentallv Sound and Sustainable

Developmentl

,,t, :: .:.r.-.,1.,.

T)
.f,Deing an economisl who is not much of an expcrl on
social change or the environment, I have to make my
observations relativcly simple. I will introduce the con-
cept of a dynamic social-political-economic-environ-
mental balance as a way of charactcrizing sustainable
development. Imbalanccs along the path of devclop-
ment are allowed, and indeed are likely to be the norm.
This should not be of concern, so long as they do not
become seriously destabilizing. Developing countries
arc more likely to face imbalances along various dimen-
sions, and their development paths tend to show wider
oscillations frorn one imbalance to another. More ad-
vanced societies are likcly to be ncarer to a static bal-
ancc, with development pattcrns showing better balance
botween thc various social, political, economic ald cn-
vironmental dimensions. This suggests that a sustain-
ablc developmcnt path, from a devcloping to an ad-
vanced or mature society, can probablybe characterized
as a damped oscillated dcvclopment path.

After introducing thg idea of a dynamic social-
political-economic-environmental balance, Iwill discuss
some past and current imbalances in Thailand, with
emphasis on thc environment. In tho final section, some
points that would help attain better environmental bal-
ance in the coursc ofan oscillating dcvelopment path are
briefly indicatcd.

THE CONCEPT OI'A DYNAMIC SOCIAL-
POLITICAL.ECONOMIC-ENVIRONMENTAL
BALANCE

I believe that sustainable development implies
achicving some kind of approximate balance between
tho social, polilical, economic and environmcntal di-
mensions of a country's dcvelopment. If one or more of
these various dimensions ofdevelopment gets too far out
of line with the others, tensions are likely to emerge that
may retard, or even forestall, development in one or
more of these dirnensions entirely. One can probably
think of devclopment oxperiences in various countries
that illustratc the point. However, without discussing
specific country exporiences, indications of types of

problcms associated with certain imbalances can be
grven.

. As an economy changes from a simple rural-agrar-
ian structure to a more complex urban-industrial
one, potenlial conflicts between various pressure
groups increase and become more difficult to matr-
age for a number ofreasons: (1) Greater division of
labor, leading to more dependence ofvarious pres-
sure groups on one another and more complex
interrelationships between them, increasing the
damage each can do to the others; (2) More popu-
lation living in high density urban areas makes dif-
ferences in income and wealth more visible, as do
improvements in telecommunications and the inva-
sion of television into the rural areas; (3) In a rural-
agrarian society, most economic activities are cen-
tered around small,local communities so that exter-
nalities can be more easily internalized, and feelings
of mutual intcrest morc easily cultivated. With
changes toward a more complex urban-industrial
society, systems to effectively manage conflicts need
to take into account a multiplicity ofinterests inher-
ent in the more complex economic structures. This
would only be possible with a more open political
system, catering to different interest groups and
opinions. If the cconomy develops but the political
system continucs to be repressive and lacking in
communication channels for identifying, discussing,
and reconciling different viewpoints, social conflict
may get to the point wherc even political repression
would not work, and economic development maybe
hampered.

. Alternatively, it is possible that political develop-
ment outpaces the capacity of the social and eco-
nomic structures to adjust, For example, a rapid
changeover from a repressed political system with a
comrnand-type economy to a more democratic po-
litical system with more laissez-faire economies
could run into trouble carly on, as the required
social and work ethic for successful liberalized eco-
nomic systcms may be lacking. This may initially
lead to discnchantment, as workers become uncm-
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ployed and the economy stagnates. If stagnation in
the economic system becomes too prolonged, then
social unrest maybecome so great as to have serious
repercussions on the political system.

. Finally, economic growth may proceed satisfacto-
rily, but the growth could be driven by exploitation
of non-renewable or slowly renewable natural re-
sources, Unless the surplus from such a growth
pattern is gradually used to make the economy less

and less dependent on these resources, the growth
will clearly not be sustainable.

The above examples of imbalanced social-political-
economic-environmental development are merely sug-
gested as hdicative of what could happen in different
societies. Ar important point to be emphasized is that
the essential balance is not a star.c balance in all ofthese
dimensions. It is unlikely that any country can achieve
such a balance at all points in time. I also do not think
that it is essential for the susceptibility of development
to attain such a static balance. This is the reason why I
stress the need. for dynamic balarce rather than static
balance.

By dynamic balance, I mean a situation ir which an
inbalance in the above-mentioned four dimensions of
development can exist at a particular point in time, but
that there are forces that tend to reverse the imbalances
before they become self-sustaining and diverge further
and further. Thus, sustainable development can exhibit
oscillations around situations of balance between the
above four dimensions, as long as the various societal
tensions that develop as a result of the imbalances do not
become too destabilizing.

For developing countries, it is likely to be the norm
that development proceeds with irnbalances. As a coun-
try develops, some parts ofits structure change relatively
quickly, while others change more slowly, leading to
some imbalance. Thus a smooth and balanced develop-
ment pattern is rather unlikely. Also, at certain points
in time, some development goals will take priority over
others. Governments may stress some goals in the short
run, possibly to the exclusion ofother goals. For exam-
ple, political stability may be the key goal, or rapid
economic development, or preservation of traditional
cultural values. Because the interrelationships between
the vadous dimensions of development are so comple5
and a concentrated focus on some particular dimension
may lead to policies that negatively affect other dimen-
sions, it is easy for imbalances to develop.

As a society develops and becomes more advanced
and mature, oscillations from one imbalance to another
may become less and less. This is because the society
would have had long experiences (presumably success-
ful) in managing the various imbalances, and one can
expect sufficient pluralism in viewpoints, leading to
more balance in the importance attached to various
development goals. Moreover, extremes of backward-

ness in various dimensions ofdevelopment, such as pov-
erty or political instability, which tend to lead to exclu-
sive focus on a narrow set of development goals, will
remain to a much lower degree than in developing soci
eties.

The sustainable progression from a developingto an
advanced or mature society is therefore likely to follow
what in mathematical jargon would be called a damped
oscillation, or what I shall call a damped oscillated devel-
opment path. I find this view of sustainable development
quite useful in understanding why the concept ofsustain-
able development can mean very different things in var-
ious societies at different stages of their development.
The acceptable concept of sustainable development (in
actual practice rather than in mere lip-service) is likely
to vary a great deal among the less developed countries,
because at any particular point in time, each is likely to
be facing different, and possibly large, imbalances, and
the government may believe their solution to be indis-
pensable to the achievement of "sustainable" develop-
ment. In advanced societies, there is likely to be more
convergence in what is meant by sustainable develop-
ment, and it is probably closer to the concept of static
balance in the various dimensions of develooment than
would be the case in developing societies. Because o[
damped oscillated development paths, differences in
opinions between the more advanced countries and the
developing countries, and among the developing coun-
tries themselves, about the concept ofsustainable devel-
opment is probably ths norm.

It is of course not necessarily the case that the size
or the number of different t)?es of imbalances will de-
cline monotonically with the level of development. As a
country develops, new t)?es of imbalarces may emerge
or existing imbalances may become more pronounced.
For example, more developed countries may have to
cope with increasing problems of crime or the psycho-
logical problems associated with mental stress. How-
ever, it is expected (or possibly hoped) that, as a society
matures, means can be found to manage and contain the
imbalances so that they do not become too large or too
destabilizing. Thus, the size of imbalances and associ-
ated oscillations should eventually decline. The notion
of a damped oscillated development path can therefore
be qualified as a (not necessaily continuously) damped
oscillated development path.

There is no guarantee, however, that development
will follow the pattern of damped oscillated develop-
ment. Ifat certain points in time the imbalances become
too large, it is possible that a destabilizing development
path will evolve. Countries may become trapped in zero-
or even negative-groMh situations, or political conflict
may devastate the development potential ofthe country,
or depletion of natural resources and the environment
maybe so extreme as to cause irreversible damage to the
social and economic system. Here, ideas from the calas-
trophe theory may be pertinent. If imbalances become
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too large, they may push society over the threshold that
sets a limit on the amount of divergence permissible,
below which development can oscillate back toward a

balance between the various dimensions of develop-
ment. In this case, development would not be sustain-
able.

OSCILI,ATED DE!'ELOPMENT IN THAILAND
WITH SPECTAL EMPHASIS ON THE
ENVIRONMENT

Those familiar with Thailand will know that the
country exhibits so many imbalances. A majority (or all)
of them will also believe that Thailand's development is

sustainable. Thus, the notion of an oscillated develop-
ment path, which is likely to be sustainable, is quite
applicable to the Thai situation.

I have written elsewhere about various economic.) _.
imbalances in Thailand.' These include imbalances in
or between:

. The production structure and the emplol,rnent
structure; with a currently low proportion of GDP
from agriculture (about l5%) in conjunction with a

high share of the labor force (over 607o) still mainly
dependent on agriculture.

. Different rcgions; with a substantially higher per
capita income in Bangkok and its surrounding prov-
inces than elsewhere. In 1988 the per capita house-
hold income in Bangkok was almost four times
higher than that of the Northeast.r

. The cducational structure; with good coveragc of
basic primary education and higher education, but
with low enrollment at tho secondary level com-
pared to other countries at a similar stage of devcl-
opmont. The gross secondary enrollment ratio in
Thailand is by far the lowest in ASEAN, and less

than half of what it was in South Korea when that
country had the same level of per capita CDP as

Thailand has now.

These imbalances are interrelated,4 and thcy also
relate to problems ofnatural resource depletion and the
environment. Between 1960 and 1980, Thailand man-
aged to achieve a very respectable average real GDP
growth rate of over 7 percent per annum. This was,
however, driven largely by extensive agricultural expan-
sion. Cultivated area in agriculture increased rapidly. In
the 1970s (up to 1978) the cultivated area expanded by
over 3 percent per annum, a rate higher than that of the
increase in agricultural population; thus the land/man
ratio in agriculture was actually rising. The converse of
the rapid expansion ofcultivated areawasthe associated
increase in rural environmental problems - including
deforestation, forest encroachment, cultivation of mar-
ginal and fragile land, soil erosion, flooding and water
shortages and other natural-resource-related problems.

Forests that covered over 50 percent ofThailand's total
land area only 30 years ago are down to 25 percent
(L988), and even less if forest degradation is also taken
into account, Water resources have also been under
increasing pressure because of the destruction of critical
watersheds, the loss ofwater control, the sedimentation
of reservoirs, and the wasteful use of water by various
sectors.-

The rapid expansion of the cultivated area, which
occurred mainly through encroachment on the reserved
forest areas, was the rational response of the rural pop-
ulation to population pressure. In the 1960s, the popu-
lation growh rate in Thailand was one of the highest in
the world, reaching over 3 percent per annum. Popula-
tion pressure led to migation from rural areas, How-
ever, the main migration stream up to 1980 was rural-
rural. Basicaily, the rural population responded to pop-
ulation pressure by migrating to another rural area, and
openingup new forest land for cultivation. The migrants
who went into the forest areas to open up new landwere
actually taking possession of the land illegally. But the
authorities did not really try to enforce the law. The
result is that about 30 percent ofprivate land in Thailand
has no formal legal documents of ownership.

To better understand this agricultural expansion
cum forest encroacbment process, the political situation
in the late 1960s and early 1970s must be recalled. At
that time, Thailand's neighboring countries were going
through war and severc political turmoil. Thailand was
rcgarded as the next domino. Under such conditions, it
was understandable that the key focus of the Thai gov-
ernment and of the military at that time was to ensure
political survival against the potential threat of commu-
nism. This was regarded as the critical destabilizing
imbalance that had to be solved. Tlrrning a blind eye to
the expansion of the cultivated area into the reseryed
forests had at least two main benefits. First. it contrib-
uted to a sustained increase in rural income, which was
onc key to a successful canpaign against the communist
threat. And second, conversion of forest areas into
farmland meant less forest cover in which communist
insurgents could hide.

The discussion above fits well with the earlier con-
cept of an oscillated development path. Sustained agri-
cultural growth through extensive expansion of the cul-
tivated area and hence deforestation created an imbal-
aoce between economic groMh and the environment.
However, it came about through a perceived threat on
the political front. Thus, a focus on a certain objective
can create negative imbalhnces between other dinen-
sions of development.

The situation isnowsomewhat different. The exten-
sive expansion of the cultivated area into the forests is
clearly not sustainable. Even on purely economic
grounds, there willbe less and less fertile land available.
However, because of almost zero private shadow price
for forest land, the encroachment has become so serious
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that severe environmental problems have become easily
visible. Flooding and other natural disasters have be-
come more frequent. While improvements on the social
front such as the rapid decline in the fertility rate and the
expansion of basic education have helped to reduce
environmental problems associated with forest en-
croachments from what they would otherwise be,6 the
situation is still severe. The good thing is that the prob-
lem is receiving serious government attention. Ultimate
solutions are unlikely to be easy, however, because nil-
lions of farmers are now settled illegally ilr so-called
reserved forest areas, and these are also the poorer
segments of the rural population.

Curently, Thailand is going through another phase

of imbalance. Surpluses generated from past agricul-
tural growth have been fairly well managed by the gov-
ernment, particularly thoneh a conservative monetary
policy. This enabled Thailand to avoid getting into
serious trouble throughout the international debtcrisis
period. Together with good basic education and train-
abfity ofthe labor force, it put Thailand in a position to
take advantage of changes in the international economic
etrvironment, particularly changes in international com-
parative advantage. Wbile the Asian NICs are now
moving up the production ladder toward more techno-
logical and skill-intensive products, Thailand has been
able to fill some ofthe gap in semi-skilled labor-intensive
products left by the NICs. The country is now rapidly
industrializing, having attahed over 10 percent real
GDP growth per annum over tbe last three years.

The current rapid industrial growth, however, finds
the €ountry unprepared. When the current Sixth Plan
(1986-1991) was formulated, Thailand was still in an
economic recession, and the expected average groMh at
that time was only 5 percent per annum. In actuality, the
average rate of growth for the whole Sixth Plan period
will be more than double the expected rate. Infrastruc-
ture to support the current growth pattern is now
strained to the limit. Further, as most of industries and
modern services are located in or around Bangkok,
rural-urban nigration is increasing rapidly. Congestion
and pollution in Bargkok are gowing worse and worse.
The spatial shift in the population and workforce is also
straining the capacity of the urban management system.

Hundreds ofbillions ofbahtneed tobe investedin urban
infrastructure over the next few years to prevent Bang-
kok and some of the larger provincial cities from grind-
iry to a halt.

Urban environmental problems, particularly in
Bangkok, include air pollution caused by rising levels of
industrial and auto emissions; water pollution arising
from wastewater from industries and households; solid
waste, especially hazardous waste from hospitals, toxic
waste from industries and household garbage; coastal
pollution and degradation ofthe natural environment by
haphazard tourist development; land subsidence and
flood damage arising from excessive pumping ofground-

water; diminishing open space and a deteriorating qual-
ity of life as a result of congestion, noise, air and water
pollution,

Industrialization, urbanization and energy con-
sumption are closely related. Urban centers, especially
Bangkok and its satellite provinces, are the preferred
sites for industries because of the availability of infra-
structure and services, ard the proximity to markets and
ports. The rural population is attracted to the urban
centers because of the availability of employment in
industry and services (fornal and informal). Shce in-
dustry is far mole energy-intensive than agriculture and
urban centers more energy-intensive than rural commu-
nities, industrialization and urbanization inevitably re-
sult in higher energy demand. Moreover, the growth in
incomes that results from rapid industrialization results
in demand for more living space and consumer durables
such as private cars, refrigerators, and air conditioners,
all of which are energy-intensive, and by implication
pollution-intensive.

Industrial pollution is most heavily concentrated in
the BMR (Bangkok and the five surrounding provinces)
and will continue to be so ir the foreseeable future, but
there are signs that some of the worst polluters are
moving out ofBargkok into the satellite provinces of the
BMR, which continues to receive by far the largest
number of new industries. The BMR, the most densely
populated area in the country, accounts for over 50
percent of the 52,000 factories and 23 industrial estates
in the country, and generates three-quarters ofthe man-
ufacturing GDP and total industrial waste. The manu-
facturing sector is by far the largest generator ofhazard-
ous waste, accounting for 90 percent of all such waste in
the country. Today, industrial hazardous waste stands at
1.9 million tons per annum and is projected to grow to
5.8 rnillion tons per annum by the year 2001. Two-thirds
of this waste comes from the basic metals industry and
lends itselfto containment and treatment on site, though
this is rarely done. The rest (600,000 tons) is produced
in small quantities by industrial groups such as fabri-
cated products, transport equipment, electrical ma-
chinery, chemical products, textiles, and printing and
publishing. Suchwaste is usuallydumped into rivers and
landfills, or stored in drums on sites with little or no
treatment.

It is clear that the current rapid industrialization,
together with the ineffective management of industrial
and urban growth, has created yet another imbalance
between economic growth and environmental concerns.
This simply adds to the imbalance already caused by
deforestation, which is still far from being resolved.
While environmental concerns are now among the top
priorities of the government and concrete policies and
programs are emerging to deal with them, Thailand has
probably not yet begun to oscillate sufficiently back
toward abetter balance between economic development
and environmental conc€rns.
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TIIE ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSIONS OFA
DAMPED OSCLI,AIED DEVEI.OPMENT PATH

The key to attaining a damped oscillated develop-
ment path isto containthe imbalancesthat are inevitable
during the course ofdevelopment so that they do not add
up and become explosive. Just how much imbalance
would be consistent with a damped oscillated develop-
ment path will presumably vary with the type of inbal-
alce and the stage of development and stiucture of the
various societies. I certainly would not be able a priori
to identi! whether inbalances in certain countries are
near or already over the critical theshold.

As far as inbalances associated with environmental
issues in Thailand are concerned, some of the follorving
would help in containing and/or reversingthe imbalance.

An appropriate signalling system, This involves
both an information system to indicatc the state of the
environment to policy makers and the gcneral public,
and also an appropriate system to signal environmental
conce.ns to those whose behavior affects the environ-
ment- The latter is particularly related to the "polluters
pay''principle. Thus, the amount ofenvironmental deg-
radation should be translated into prices which those
who pollute will have to pay. If pollution prices can bc
made to adequately reflect the level ofdcgradation, then
this will have the additional benefit of leading to appro-
priate trade-offs between economic activity and the en-
uronment.

Institutional set-ups for managing th€ environ-
ment and implementing environmental improvement
programs. As with many other issues in Thailand, the
lack of an appropriate institutional set-up makes man-
aging and implementing projects and programs difficult.
With so many segments of society responsible lor envi-
ronmental dcgradation, cnvironmental problems cut
across the rcsponsibilitics of many differcnt agencies.
Problems of coordination and conflict of interest
abound.

Financing. As imbalances develop and become
more severe over time, the costs of rectifying them also
increase. It will need a strong sense of purpose on the
part of the government to find and commit the required
resources for cnvironmental improvement, The present
fashion of "privatization" may also help. This is related
to the first point about signals, as privatizing environ-
mental improvcment projects is usually combined with
eventual financing through user charges.

Education and more involvement by local commu-
nities in monitoring, designing, or implementing envi-
ronmental improvement programs. More involvement
by local comrnunities would servc to decentralize moni-

toring and control of environmental problems. This is
important, as environrnental problems are so diverse,
and successful solutions or interventions are likely to
vary depending on the social and economic characteris-
tics of the locality.

These are only some suggested points. I am sure
there are many additional requirements for successful
environmental management that environm€ntal experts
will be able to come up with.

From what has been discussed in the lrst section, it
should be clear that the imbalances associated with the
euvironment are, of course, only a part, albeit an import-
art one, of the type of imbalances that can threaten
sustainable development. Just what are the precondi-
tions and necessary interventions required to manage all
the various major imbalances that can arise in particular
societies so that they can oscillate back and forth in
danped rather than explosive fashion is certainly be-
yond the scope of this paper or my current comprehen-
sion.
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Thailand's Export-Led Growth:
Retrospect and Prospects

Executive Summary

The following is taken Irom a recent policy study by
Narongchai Akrasanee, David Dapice and Frank Flatters.

rrr
I haila-ud is currently one ofthe world's [astest growing

economies. In the 1960s and 1970s relatively continuous
expansion of agricultural exports and import-substitu-
tion-based grou4h in manufacturing led to a 7 to 8 per-
cent aunual growth. During the lust half of the 1980s oil-
and comrnodity-price shocks caused an abrupt slow-
down, with rising debt, austerity, and a slower growth of
exports and national income. Thailand's post-1985 eco-
nomic performance, by contrast, is virtually unparal-
leled; since 1986 improving commodity prices and a 4O

percent arurual growth in manufactured exports have led
to a 30 percent amual growth in total exports and dou-
ble-digit GDP growth. The patterns of exports, imports
and international capital flows have reflected Thailard's
increased integration into the world economy.

Sources of Export-I*d Growth

Possible causes of the manufactured goods export
boom include domestic comrnercial policies, world de-
mand growth, ar:d increases in foreign investment. Yet
the evidence provides very little support for any ofthese
explanations.

Although public pronouncements have indicated a
shift in the orientation of commercial and investment
policies toward a more export-based strategy, the actual
incentives created by taxes, import tariffs ar:d export
duties have been increasingly import-substitution-ori
ented. To the extent that these policies have assisted
export growth, it has been through the crafting ofvarious
exceptions and special privileges to enable exporters to
escape their worst effects. Indeed, without some major
reforms, such asthe recently amounced intentto reduce
the level and sinpli! the structure of import tariffs,
there is a serious danger that commercial policies could
become a hindrance to continued growth.

World demand growth provides a no-more-ade-
quate explanation of recent events. Thai manufactured
exports have been growing much more quickly than
aggregate world demand or that of any particular prod-
ucts, and many of the exports in recent years have been
of new exports for Thailand. In the case of traditional
prirnary- especially agricultural - exports, Thailand's
world market shares have been falling. The recent ex-
Dort boom has irvolved a massive increase in Thailand's

penetration of markets for manufactured goods. While
growth in world demand may have helped to facilitate
this process, it is not clear whether itwas necessary, and
it certainly was not sufficient. A major part ofthe expla-
nation ofrecent events must lie in the structural changes
that occurred in Thailand's domeslic economy.

Growth of investment, especially foreign invest-
ment, does not turn out to be a major part of this story,
at least in the 1985-88 period. The growth of manufac-
tured exports began well before any increase in overall
investment rates. And even as investment has begun to
increase in recent years, the role of foreign investment
has remained surprisingly small. The initial growth in
manufactured exports appears to have come largely
from excess capacity associated with a slumping domes-
tic economy and excessive investment in earlier years,
Subsequent gromh in capacityhas been financedlargely
from domestic sources.

The export boom began after the balt devaluation
against the dollar in 1984 and took off as the baht re-
mained tied to the dollar during its subsequent fall rela-
tive to other currencies - especially the yen and those of
theNICs. At this time, the NICs were straining the limits
of their capacity. As a result, their costs rose, and they
began to shilt away from labor-intensive exports and into
more advanced products. Thailand turned out tobewell
placed to pick up some of the labor-intensive product
demand that was too expensive for the MCs to produce.

A large part of the Thai export story relates to the
growth in its market share resulting from an evolving
comparative advantage in the world economy, This re-
quired both favorable domeslic economic circum-
stances (a slowing of extensive agricultural growth, a
developing manufacturing sector, a relatively skilled atd
well{rained labor force, adequate infrastructure, etc.),
and responsive macroeconomic management (a reason-
ably valued exchange rate, responsible fiscal and mone-
tary policies, etc.). Few other countries were as well
positioned as Thailand in all ofthese respects; the record
gro*th in the latter part of the 1980s is a reflection of
this.

Implications of Export-Ird Growth

The recent boom in manufactured goods exports
has had implications for the structure of the Thai econ-
omy, the growth of emploliment, and the distribution of
income.
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The initial growth of manufactured exports was fa-
cilitated in part by the slowdown in agricultural growh
in the 1980s, which made labor and capital resources
relatively easily available to the manufacturing sector.
Future gro*th ofthis sort, however, willrequire substan-
tially greater investment and amore intense competition
with the rural sector for labor. The latter will also have
important implications for the distdbution of income
over the medium and long terms.

It is not possible to make very precise estimates of
the contribution ofmanufactured exports to the demand
for labor. However, a reasonable guess is that about
500,000 jobs- 13 percent of labor-force gro*th - might
have been directly associatedwith marufactured export
growth from 1985 to 1989. Even relatively conservative
estimates of continued growth of manufactured exports
give increases in employrnent in manufacturing and ser-
vices that will exceed labor-force growth by 1990-95, so
that the agricultural labor force would shrink by one to
two million workers over that period. This could have

significant effects on wages and the distribution of in-
come and will put cost pressure on Thai exports, unless
there are improvements in productivity.

In an economy which has, until recently, been dom-
inated by agriculture, the distribution of income and the
incidence of poverty have depended almost exclusively
on agricultural prices. Their collapse in the mid-1980s
and their projected long-run decrease, together with the
end ofland-abundant agricultural growth, have had and
could continue to have deleterious effects on income
distribution and poverty. Manufactured goods export
growth does not have rnuch of a direct impact on the
rural poor. However, as the share of agriculture in Thai
emplolment falls, continued growth of labor-intensive
manufactured exports will have ar increasingly imporl
ant and beneficial effect on both urban and rural wages.
Without appropriate policy steps, however, this will also
bring new problems of urban poverty associated with
urban congestion and environmental degradation,

Sustainability of Recent Growth

Is the external economic environment likely to re-
main conducive to continued exportJed growth?

Thailand's economic growth, and particularly its
export gronth, has been accelerating over the past 20
years despite a general slowdown in the growlh rates of
rich nations. Thailand's most recent growth is ex-
plained, on the one hand, by a fundamental economic
restructuring ofthe world economy and, on the other, by
the ability of th€ Thai economy to take advantage of
these changes. There are no obvious limitations in the
external environment that would prevent the continua-
tion of this process for some time to come. Declining
labor-force growth in the senior NICs and the rich na-
tions in the 190s, together with the lack of a large and
mobile agricultural labor force in these countries, will

tend to accelerate the spinning off of labor-intensive
industries to the junior NICs.

Fears of market saturation of LDC-manufactured
exports are unfounded for all less-developed countries
(LDCs) together, or for Thailand in particular. All
LDC-manufactured exports combined are only 5 per-
cent of rich nations' manufactured production; and
Thailand accounts for only 2 percent oftotal LDC-man-
ufactured exports. Thailand is and will remain small
relative to the senior NICs. Its /eyel of manufactured
exports in 1988 was less than the increase in Korea's or
Taiwan's exports in 1987. Thailand's small size means
that there should be no serious barriers to its continuing
exploitation of market niches for rapid export gromh.

In addition, Thai exports are very well diversifiedby
product f)?e. This diversity provides additional insur-
ance against external shocks. The rapid shift in
Thailand's export composition - from reliance on pri-
mary products for two-thirds of exports a decade ago to
deriving over 60 percent from manufactured exports
now - shows a high degree of flexibilily and adaptability.
This bodes wsll for Thailand's future adjustment and
gro\l'th.

A variety ofother events are mentioned as possible
threats to continued Thai growth. A major worldwide
depression would certainly cause difficulties for Thai
land. But even the worst-case scenario is not signifi-
cantly worse than the experience ofthe early 1980s. The
senior NICs showed themselves capable of weatheriag
that episode very welJ. With proper macroeconomic
policies, Thailand should also be able to get through a
multiyear slowdown with only modest costs. The evi-
dence from previous economic downturns is that out-
wardJooking countries have fared the best, or suffered
the least, in these circumstances. Complete insulation
from external shocks is impossible-or at least, very
costly-to achieve. Outward-looking policies offer the
best iqsurance.

Rich countryprorectionrim is a serious problem for
LDCs, despite GATT-negotiated tariff cuts. The cur-
rent stalemate in GATT negotiations will not help.
Thus, protectionism could pose a challenge to
Thailand's export growth. But the threat should not be
serious, especially if proper policies are adopted. The
senior NICs have managed rapid export groMh in a

similarly "hostile" environment, and Thailand should be
able to do the same. Liberalization in Japan ard in the
senior NICs, together with increasing integration be-
tween Thailand and these other economies, will acceler-
ate the shift of labor-intensive manufacturing to nations
such as Thailand and will open up many new market
opportunities.

Another concern relates to the volatility and long-
term trends of conrmodi') pices. For exports, the mac-
roeconomic effects of short-term fluctuations are not
large because of the declining importance of primary
erports and production in the economy. Diversification
of export commodities, together with low covariance of
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their prices, further diminishes these effects. In the
longer run, Thailand has either improved productivity
and maintained profitable production of goods with
declining prices or has switched into more promising
products. Neither short{erm fluctuations nor long-term
trends in prices of primary exports should be a major
obstacle to continued Thai growth.

The outlook for oil prices remains uncertain. As
recent events show, they are subject not only to some-

what volatile economic forces but also to political events.
Betrxeen 1982 and 1988, however, Thailard's oil inports
fell from 38 percent to 9 percent of total exports. But
rapidly growing domestic consumption, together with a

large price shock such as that which has occurred since
August 1-90, makes another large increase in this ratio
a real danger. However, sharp price increases are al-
most certainly to be followed by later reversals; cycles of
this sort have been observed for over a century, A
doubling of oil prices, assuming no domestic denand
responso, would cost Thailand 2.6 percent of GDP.
When Korea lost 6 percent of its GDP due to similar
shocks in the early 1980s, growth stopped for only one
year before resuming its rapid rate of increase. Since
Thailand is less energy-intensive and since world mar-
kets in general would respond more quickly than in the
earlier episodes, future adjustments should be less pain-
fu1. Once again, appropriate economic policies * espe-
cially allowing domestic energlt prices to move in re-
sponse to changing world market conditions - are the
key to facilitating the necessary adjustments.

Another concern is that Iapid technological change,
in the form of computer-integrated manufacturing, for
example, will reduce the demard for labor-intensive
exports from countries such as Thailand. Tbrough ap-
propriate i.nvestments and adjustments, the senior NICS
have been able to stay abreast of and competitive with
advancing technologies. The most serious impediment
to Thailand's ability to emulate this performance will be
its acute shortage of technically-skilled secondary-
school graduates. Thailand's current secondary-school
enrollment ratios are more than 25 years behind
Taiwan's and are well below those oflndonesia and the
Philippines today.

The opposite concern is increased competition
from countries with lower labor costs than Thailand's. So

far at least, Thailaad has benefited more from the recent
export boom than have nations with lower labor costs.
Evidently, the infrastructure, skills, and policy environ-
ment also matter, not just labor costs. However, if Thai-
land fails to provide large numbers of skilled people,
inputs at world prices, and an adequate infrastructure,
its costs will rise sharply. Inthis sense, the concern about
lower-cost competitors is valid. Sustained exportJed
gowth will require continuing social as well as private
investment for Thailand to remain comoetitive.

Thailard has made extensive use of/oreign financing
for iavestment in excess of domestic savings. Much of
this inflow has been for export-oriented private invest-
ment. This is likely to generate sufficient income to
cover servicing costs as well ai net foreign exchange.
Thailand's low current debt-service ratio (under 15 per-
cent), a realistic exchange rate, a high investment ratio
(30 percent ofGDP), and conservative fiscal and mone-
tary policies suggest that it should be able to continue
borrowing on favorable terms without undue risk, at
least as long as these policies continue.

Foreign investment is an important vehicle for the
transfer of technology and marketing skills. The large
jump in Board of Investment (BOI) approvals, from
US$1.3 billion in 1986 to nearly US$8 billion ir 1988, has

not yet been manifested in investment startups, which
have remained at about US$750 million ir the last three
years. However, this should soon increase. The openirg
up of new investment possibilities in Eastern Europe, the
current stock market declines in major world markets,
and the demand for loans in the Middle East and to
finance the U.S. deficit mean that-in the short-run at
least - there will be muchgreater competition for scarce
investment funds. This is likely to slow down the inflow
of foreign capital. But, as with world markets for goods
and services, Thailand's small size meanis that it could
continue to exploit its niche market ia the demand for
world investment resources. Once again, this will de-
pend on the continued execution of appropriate macro-
econornic policies.

The gro*th of environmmtal concems ,both domes-
tically and worldwide, is of considerable potential im-
portance for Thai growth, Domestic issues of erosion,
deforestation, and the fouling of fishing grounds are
serious. This sort of resource depletion, extending now
even into neighboring countries, is likely to slow Thai
growth. Similarly, the increase in pollution and conges-
tion in Bangkok is a major threat to both public health
and economic grouth. Attention to these issues must be
an increasingly important priority for Thai economic
development policies.

The conclusion is that although Thailand's e)'ternal
economic environment might be sometimes bumpy and

challenging, it will not be fundamentally hostile to a

continuation of exportJed growth. On the Thai side,

alert, skillfr.rl, and responsive economic management is

required. The najor risk is not insurmountable external
shocks but rather, slow, weak or counterproductive gov-
ernment responses to any that do arise. Even without
shocks, inadequate public investment in both infrastruc-
ture and human resource development, or a continua-
tion of- or worse still, further increases in- domestic
protectionism could slow future progress. Thus, the
major dangers to continued rapid development aremore
likely to be internal than external. f!!



Dr. Mingsarn Kaosa-ard Appointed Program Director of
TDRI's New Sectoral Economics Program

Dr. Mingsarn Santikarn Kaosa-ard has been appointed as Dilector
of TDRI's new Sectoral Economics Program. Dr. Mingsarn comes to the
Institute from Chiang Mai University, where she headed the Depadment
of Economics, Facultyof SocialSciences. Shewas with Chiang Mai Univer-
sity from 1979 until her current TDRI appohtmetrt.

A native of Bangkok, Dr. Mingsarn was secondedbythe Thai govern-
ment to work as Tiarsnational Corporation Affairs Officer for the
ESCAPruNCTC Joint Unit to Tiansnational Corporations fiom 1981. until
1983, when she returned to her duties at the University.

Dr. Mingsarn received hEr Bachelor's Degree in Economics with first
class honors from the Australian National University, Canberra, in 1974.
She earned her Doctorate from the same University ir 1977.

The principal task of the new TDRI unit Dr. Mingsarn will head is to
conduct research on the transformation ofThai industries and services.

As Thailand's economy hdustrializes and moves away frorn a prirnary
dependence on agriculture, the various sectors of the economy become
more iaterrelated, and it is more appropriate to examine them together. The Sectoral Economics Program will
thus take over the function of TDRI's Agricultural and Rural Development Program and part of the Institute's
Industry and Tiade Program.

Dr. Mingsarn will personally organize executive seminars on agriculture, industry and services for high-
ran-king officials from the region to share their experiences in "sustainable development." The frst such seminar,
with participants expected from China, Laos and Myannar, is scheduled for October of this year. p!

Dr. Wisarn Pupphavesa to Head

"Thailand and Economic Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Regiont' Project

Dr. Wisarn Pupphavesa has been appointed to head TDRI's new
research project, "Thailand and Economic Cooperation in the Asia-
Pacific Region." This project, funded by the Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA), will be for two years, April 1991 to March
7993.

The research project, under TDRI's Tlade and International
Economic Relations Program, consists of five components:

- assessing the global economic situatiou in the 190s and beyond;

- analyzing the flow of goods and services within the Asia-Pacfic
region;

- anallzing the flow of capital within the region;

- anallzing international labor flow;

- working out a scheme for Asia-Pacific cooperation and its
implications for Thailand.

A TDRI teamwill conduct the research independently, but will confer
with a European Community team undertaking similar research but
focussing on Canada.

Dr. Wisarn comes to TDRI from the School ofDevelopment Economics, National Institute of Development
Administration (NIDA), Bargkok, where he was a lecturer from 1983-91.

From 1980-83 he was an economist with the Asian Development Bank in Manila, the Philippines. He also
worked as a consultant for ESCAP, Bangkok, from 1978 to 1-980.

Dr. Wisarn, a native of Chonburi, earned his Phd in Economics from the University of Hawaii (1980) and
an MA in Public Administration from NIDA. He also holds a Masters Degree in Public Policy and Administration
from the University of Wisconsin (1972). He earned his lrst degree, a BA in Linguistics, from Thammasat
University in 1966. p!
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News About TDRI Publications

PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH

TDRI has just compiled its IgEl Thailand Economic
Information Kit. It contains a wealth of information on
Thailand's development, broken down by region, trade
with various foreign countries, and current and past
export/import levels. It costs 100 baht (US$4.00 plus
US$3.00 postage).

The Structure, Conduct and Performance of the
Seed Industry in Thailandby Suthad Setboon-
sarng, Saran Wattanutchariya and Banlu
Phutigorn.
(Research Monograph No. 5). 250 baht (US$10.00 plus

US$5.00 postage).

Prior to 1980, bringing more land under the plow
was the major source of expansion for the Thai agricul-
tural sector. With fewer possibilities of opening up even
more agricultural land, uew technology - particularly
improved seed-has gained importance over the past
decade as a new and major source of increasing yields.
As Thailand.like most of Asia. has now allbut exhausted
its cultivable lands, most, if not all, increases in food
production must come through higher felds per hectare
from farmlands already under cultivation. Hence the
extreme importance of the use of newer and higher
quality seeds.

Thailand's Erport-Led Growth: Retrospect and
Prospects by Narongchai Akrasanee, David
Daoice and Frank Flatters.
(Policy Study No. 3). 100 baht (US$4.00 plus US$3.50

postage).

Thailand is currently one ofthe world's fastest grow-
ing economies. This study reviews the background to this
perforrnance ald examines the more immediate sources
of the exportJed boom that lies behind the recent suc-
cess. It analyzes the economic effects of this boom and
discusses some of the most important barriers-both
international and domestic- that may stand in the way
of a continuation of this remarkable performance. It
concludes that continued emphasis on outwardJooking
development offers the best prospects for Thailand. The
primary goal of economic policy should be to anticipate
and prevent internal bottlenecks and barriers to
economic srowth.

PUBLICATIONS IN THAT

The Rural Credit Market in Thailand by
Ammar Siamwalla.
(Research Monograph No. 4). 300 baht (US$12.00 plus

US$11.50 postage).

This research monograph is a collective study, by
researchers from TDRI and from Thammasat Univer-
sity, on formal and informal credit markets in rural
Thailand. The study analyzes the rural credit market
system from the perspective of both borrowers and
lenders. It also assesses the relationships between them,
the often fierce competition between lenders, and the
impact on interest rates in rural credit markets as well as

on the economy as a whole.

Financial Innovations and Their Impact upon
Economic Policies by Pakorn Vichyanond.
(Research Monograph No. 6). 250 baht (US$10.00 plus

US$ 6.00 postage).

As the government has liberalized financial markets
in Thailand, or lessened the degree of protection to an
even larger extent for prices, liquidity, competition, and
regulations, more private parties have become aware of
the significance ofnewfinancial instruments, as thoy now
have to handle various risks by themselves in the midst
of highly volatile exchange and interest rates, and li-
quidity status. These financial innovations are quite
helpful in asset and liability management.

This research project covers seven types of new
ftnancial instruments: currency options, interest rate op-
tions, forward rate agreements, currency swaps, interest
rate swaps, floating rate notes, and note issuance
facilities. Described for each financial instrument are its
definition arrd basic mechanism, evolution and pricing,
as they affect transactions in Thailand. Another crucial
aspect also covered is the probable impact on economic
policies should these financial innovations be widely
used.li!!
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The Fourth Annual

"Thailand in tansition"
Color Slide Contest

"PEOPLE: THAII-AND'S GREAT-
ESTRESOURCE"

In accordance with the theme of its 1991
Year-End Confereace, TDRI, together with the
Photographic Science and Printing TechnologSr

Department of the Faculty of Science,
Chulalongkorn University and Kodak (Thai-
laad) Limited is sponsoring the "Thailaad in
Tlansition IV" photo contest entitled "People:
Thailand's Greatest Resource."

If Thailand is to continue its progress as a
rapidly industrializing nation, then it will have
to invest more in training and educating its peo-
ple. We will ask contestants to capture what is

being done to develop the potential of the Thai
aation. Examples abound: school children
studying modern subjects, such as science, in
obviously rural settings; traiaing classes in the
use of power saws in tree plantations; how to
operate sonar equipment for "fish finding"
aboard a modern Thai trawler; or young Thai
men and women masteriag a computer in a
factory or auto assembly plant, or other work
place.

The contest will open on July 15 and close
on September 15. Entry forms will be distrib-
uted by both TDRI and Kodak. The contest is
open to all photogaphers, Thai or foreign, liv-
ing in Thailand, and photographs should be
taten on Kodak color slide frlm and mounted in
standard 35mm slide frames. Cash awards of
15,000, 10,000 and 5,000 baht, respectively will
be given to the top three winners. Selected pho-
togaphs will appear in a special exhibition at
the TDRI Year-End Conference, and some will
be used to illustrate the Institute's Amual Re-
port and Quarterly Review. p!

NRE Coorganizes International Conference
on "Global Warming and Sustainable
Development"

The Natur4l Resources and Environment Program,
TDRI; thc Woods Hole Research Center, USA; and the
Institute for Research on Public Policy (IRPP), Canada
are organizing an international conference on "Global
Warming and Sustainable Development" to be held at
the Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok, June 10-12, 1991. The

conference will be the fourth in a series of conferences
held ir the developing world to explore the potential
responses to the warming of the earth.

A group ofinternational expcrts from various fields
will be brought together to address issues related to
global climate change and sustainable development
from the perspectivc of developing countries. A core
group of policy research institutes from Southeast and
East Asia will use the event as a point of departure for
related collaborative activities designed to contribute to
policy development at the regional level.

Over 150 participants, including technical experts
and policy makers as well as government and non-gov-
ernmental organizations, are expected to attend the con-
ference. At the ceremonial session, Dr. Ammar
Siamwalla, President, TDRI; Dr. Jim MacNeill, IRPP;
and Dr. George Woodwell, Director, The Woods Hole
Research Center will give welcome speeches. Dr. Sarga
Sabhasri, Minister of Science, Technology and Energy,
will give an inaugural address. Keynote speeches will be
given by Dr. Saburo Kawai, Chairman, International
Devclopment Center, Japan; and Dr. Joseph Wheeler,
Director, Program Integration, UN Conference on En-
vironment and Development to be held in Geneva nerl
year. P!

Prime Minister to give Keynote Speech at
ASEAN Forum on "Business and the
Environment"

TDRI's Natural Resources and Environment Pro-
gram, in collaboration with thc Federation of Thai In-
dustrics: and the Busiress Council for Sustainable De-
velopmenl. Cencra. Switzerland. are co-organizing an
ASEAN regional forum on "Business and the Environ-
ment" from J:|ly 22-23, at the Royal Orchid Sheraton
Hotel, Bangkok.

The forum will include discussions on the concept
of sustainable development from a business perspective
and will solicit input from the region. The outcome of
this forum uill form parl o[the businessperspective on
sustainable dcvelopment to be presented to the UN
Conference on Environment and Development in Rio
de Janeiro in June 1992. Participants will include
ASEAN regional and local highJevel business execu-
tives, foreign dignitaries, and acadernics. The Prime
Minister ofThailand, Mr. Anand Panyarachun, will give
a welcome and keynote speech at the forum. Ill

TDRI and MOSTE Coorganize Seminar on
"Geographic Information Systems in
Thailand"

The Ministry of Science, Technology, and Energy
(MOSTE) will coorganize a seminar with TDRI on the
topic "Geographic Information Systems in Thailand:
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Strengthening User Networks." MOSTE'S Minister
Sanga Sabhasriwill preside over the opening ceremony.
The keynote speaker, Dr. Jack Dangermond, is one of
the real pioneers of Geographic Information System
(GIS) techaology and among the world's foremost ex-
perts in this field.

As part of the seminar, TDRI will present its Master
Plan for MOSTE'S National Geographic Information
System Center. In addition, real end users of GIS tech-
nology in Thailand will present their experiences and
recommendations. The seminar will be held on June 24
at the Hilton Hotel. lS

NEW PROJECTS

NRE to Establish Watershed Management Itrforma-
tion System in Surat Thani

TVo new Canadian International Development
Agency (CIDA) projects were recently initiatedwith the
Natural Resources and Environment Program's (NRE)
Geographic Information System Unit.

The lust will be a project to establish a watershed
management information system for Surat Thani prov-
ince. While Thailand has long had a watershed zoning
policy, there have been problems in inplementing it.
Foremost among these is the lack of detailed information
on the various watershcd zones. TDRI will work closely
with the Office of the National Environment Board
(ONEB), the ultimate end user of this t)?e of system.

In the second project, TDRI will again work with
ONEB to establish an environmental quality informa-
tion system for the province ofSamutPrakan. This prov-
ince was chosen becausc of its now hear,y urbanization
and because there is a large amount of information
already available, much of which was collected for the
TDRI 190 Year-End Conference.

STD to Research R&D in th€ Public S€ctor

TDRI has signed a contract with the International
Development Research Center (IDRC) to carry out a

research project entitled, "Private Sector Research and
Development: Lessons from Success."

This project, to be conducted by a team from
TDRI's Science and Technology Development Program
(STD), will study ways to increase public understanding
ofaud inlluence public policy on private-sector research
and development in Thailand by:

- examining the constraints that companies face in
conducting research and development (R&D)
activities and in technical change, in particular,
personnel shortages and inadequate technolog-
ical infrastructure and services;

- examining the relationship between conpanies'
R&D activities and technical change and their
technical and busincss performance;

- exanining the impact of curr€nt public support
systems on management style and R&D activi-
ties and tecbnical change;

- exarnining the spill-over effects of R&D activi-
ties and technical change on value-added, for-
eign currency and employment generation.

- drawing up policy recommendations for R&D
funding agencies to create public instruments,
market mechanisms and institutional reforms
for enlancing private sector R&D.

TIER to Conduct Surv€y on Trade and
Industrialization Experiences in Thailand

A contract has been signed with the World Institute
for Development Economics Research for TDRI's
Tiade and International Economic Relations Program
(TIER) to conduct a survey reconsidering trade and
industrialization experiences and policies in Thailand
and examining thet strengths and weaknesses. The
TIER team will also carry out research on major un-
solved empirical issues related to the implications ofthe
new trade theories for dcveloping countries.

A second research contract, also to be carried out
by TIER, has been signed with The Federation of Thai
Industries. Research will identify and analyze govern-
ment policies, measures, rules and regulations related to
producing the intermediate goods used as inputs by
exporting industries. p!

PROJECTS COMPLETED

TIER

Three projects have now becn completed by the
Tiade and International Economic Relations Program
(TIER).

The first, entitled 'An Industrial and Tiade Devel-
opment Strategy for Thailand's National Economic and
Social Development: Seventh Plan 1992-96," was fi-
nanced by the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID)," and included the following
subprojects:

- Study of Selected Strategic Industries and de-
centralization of Manufacturing for Thailand's
National Economic and Social Development
Plan 7992-96;
Tiade Development Strategy for Thailand dur-
ing the Seventh Plan,1992-96;

- Study of Tiade and Industrialization Policy In-
centive for Implementation through Private-
Public Sector Cooperation;

- Development of Infrastructure and Supporting
Facilities and Prevention and Controls for Pollu-
tion and the EnYironment.

The second project, "Development Strategies," was
funded by the Institutc of Southeast Asian Studies
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(ISEAS). Research was conducted on the impact of
various changes ill the internal and external
socioeconornic conditions ofthe Thai economy and how
to devise policies and methods of responding to such
changes.

The third project on the irnpact of direct foreign
investment was financed by the Office of the Board of
Investment (BOI). Its objectives were to build up an
up-to-date database for monitoring and evaluating in-
vestment promotion and to assess the economic impact
of promoted direct foreign investment projects.

STD

A project entitled "Barriers to and Strategies for
Technology Acquisition" has now been completed bythe
Science and Tecbrology Development Program (STD).
This is the second of three research projects that serve

as inputs in the preparation of the S&T component of
the Seventh National Economic and Social Develop-
ment Plan (1992-96).

The "Managing the R&D System to Support In-
dustrial Development" project has also been completed.
This is the third of three research projects that serve as

inputs in the preparation of the S&T component of the
Seventh National Economic and Social Development
Plan (1992-96).

A project entitled, "The Backward Linkages in
Thailand's Industrial Sector: Impediments and Policy
Recommendations" has been prepared for the Oflice of
the Board of Investment (BOI) with the firancial sup-
port of the Foreign Investment Advisory Service (FIAS),
IFCMIGA of the World Bank.It identifies the potential
backward linkages in selected industries in Thailand,
and also systematic and other impediments to the
development of backward linkages. Recommendations
were made for the development of policy programs and
institutions to enhance backward linkages in Thailand.

The'Australia:Thailand Telecommunication Op-
portunities: A Study Exploring Prospects for Joint Col-
laboration" project assessed strengths alld weaknesses
in telecommunications research, commercialization and
application, and recommended guidelines for policy
modification to enlance Thai-Australian telecom-
munication cooperation.

SEMINARS/CONT'ERENCES ATTENDED AND
PAPERS PRESENTED

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla, President of TDRI, at-
tended the International Policy Council on Agriculture
and Trade Meeting. Amsterdan, the Netherlands, 10-13
April.

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla gave alecture tothe students
ofthe National Defence College. Bangkok, 18 April.

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla attended the Asia Forum
Meeting. Tokyo, Japan, 26 April.

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla welcomed to TDRI a group
of Canadian graduate students on their annual study
tour of Thailand. Dr. TWatchai Yongkittikul spoke to the
group on 'i{n Intersectoral Approach to Rural Develop-
ment in Thailand." T May.

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla attended the International
Food Policy Research Institute Advisory Committee
Meeting. Leuven, Belgiu:n, 16-17 May.

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla attended the IFPRI Search
Committee Meeting. Paris, France, 18-19 May.

Dr. Ammar Siamwalla attended the Australian
Centre for International Agricultural Research Meet-
ing. Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 28-31 May.

MEP

Dr. Damkirng Sawampiphakdi, research fellow of
the Macroeconomic Policy Program (MEP), and Khun
Nipat Somjitt participated in a conference on "Global
Interdependence: Theories and Models of the Linkages
between the Organization for OECD and Non-OECD
Economies with Special Reference to the Dynamic
Asian Economies" hosted by the Korea Development
Institute. They alsopresented a paper entitled "Respon-
ses ofthe Thai Economy to External Economic Shocks,"
co-authored by Chanin Kamheangpatiyooth. Seoul,
Korea,27-23 May.

NRE

Dr. Dhira Phantumvanit, head of TDRI'S Natural
Resources and Env onment Progran (NRE), and Paul
Hastings, research fellow, recently completed a techni-
cal nission to Australia to review GIS technology there.
The mission, lead by Dr. Pratet Sutabutr, Deputy Per-
manent Secretary of the Ministry of Science, Tbchnology
and Energy, also included members from MOSTE,
DTEC, and the Budget Bureau. The mission, from April
28 to May 12, visited the major GIS institutes in Australia
including CSIRO and SUNMAP. Potential Thai-
Austrailian cooperation in the GIS and remote sensing
fields was also discussed. In particular, potential joint
Thai-Australian regional commercial ventures in GIS
were broached.

STD

Dr. Chatri Sripaipan, head of TDRI's Science and
Technology Development Program (STD), made a
presentation on "Increasing Efficiency in the Acquisi-
tion and Tlansfer of Technolog5/' at the National Semi-
nar on Development Planning in Agriculture, Industry
Tlade, TecbrologSr, Natural Resources and Environment
in the Seventh Development Plan, orgrnized by the Of-
fice of the National Economic and Social Development
Board. Ambassador City Hotel, Jomtien, Chonburi,
Thailand, 20-21 April.
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Dr. Wisarn Pupphavesa, Director of the Asia-
Pacific Project, attended andpresented a paper entitled,
"Issues and Prospects of ASEAN-Korea Tiade
Development" at a seminar on ASEAN-Korea Tiade
and Investment Cooperation, organized by the Korea
Institute for Econornics and Technology. The Intercon-
tinental Hotel, Seotl, Korea, 22-24 May.

Dr. Wisarn Pupphavesa was chairman ofSession V
"China's Regional Development in the Reform Period
L978-7989," and took part in a panel discussion on Ses-
sion X:'Adjustment to the InterDational Market: Macro
and Structural Reform in Smaller Economies," at the
1-9th Pacific Tlade and Development Con-ference on
Economic Reform and Internationalization, China and
the Pacific Region, organized by the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences. Beijing, China, 26-30 May. $
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